
About the tests

Cambridge Primary Progression Tests are available for English, English as a Second Language, Mathematics and Science.

English

English progression tests are available at Stages 3, 4, 5 and 6. The new 2018 tests cover the learning objectives from the new English
curriculum framework, across the relevant stage.  

There are two question papers at each stage:

Stages 3 to 6 Duration Marks

Paper 1: Written test (non-fiction) 60 minutes 50 marks

Paper 2: Written test (fiction) 60 minutes 50 marks

 Total: 100 marks

English progression test papers include a range of different question types, including short answer and multiple-choice questions. Writing is
assessed using an extended writing task in each paper. All questions are compulsory in both papers.

English progression tests cover two assessment strands: Reading and Writing. Each assessment strand is divided into assessment sub-strands.
The assessment strands and sub-strands are described in the table below:

Assessment strand Assessment  
sub-strand

Description

Reading In all relevant genres and text types:

Explicit meaning knowing how to read texts to locate, retrieve and compare information and ideas;
skimming and scanning; noting key points; identifying information across texts;
distinguishing between fact and opinion

Implicit meaning interpreting texts to understand the meaning the author is trying to convey
beyond stated information; setting; characterisation; viewpoint; prediction;
personal response

Language and structure
of a text

features of different genres and text types; language choice (understanding how
the choice of language is used to convey information and create particular
effects); understanding imagery; comparing texts

Purpose and viewpoint analysing main ideas, viewpoints, themes and purposes in a text; features of
fiction and non-fiction texts; social, cultural and historical contexts; use of layout,
form and presentation

Writing In all relevant genres and text types:

Content/purpose and
audience

language choice; creative content; note-taking and summarising; narrative
structure (including character, setting and plot); choosing and using language
features appropriately for the text types and genres; viewpoint; reviewing writing
for impact on the reader; developing vocabulary; choosing vocabulary; types of
imagery

Text structure paragraph and sentence structure; use of cohesive devices with audience and
purpose in mind; writing based on model texts

Sentence structure simple and complex sentences; clauses; verb forms; word classes; connectives;
use of a range of sentence types to achieve different effects; reviewing writing for
accuracy; understanding and using a range of punctuation accurately and for a
purpose

Spelling letter knowledge; handwriting; spelling patterns; regular words; irregular words;
strategies

Speaking and Listening skills are not assessed in Cambridge Primary English Progression Tests.

Please note, if you are still following the older curriculum framework, you can find the corresponding 2014 progression tests under the Past
papers section.



English as a Second Language

English as a Second Language progression tests are available at Stages 3, 4, 5 and 6. The tests cover the learning objectives from across the
relevant stage.

There are two question papers at each stage:

Stages 3 and 4 Duration Marks

Paper 1: Written test (reading and usage) 30 minutes 30 marks

Paper 2: Listening test 17 minutes (approximately)  15 marks

 Total: 45 marks

Stages 5 and 6 Duration Marks

Paper 1: Written test (reading and usage) 35 minutes 37 marks

Paper 2: Listening test 25 minutes (approximately)  20 marks

 Total: 57 marks

 
English as a Second Language progression test papers include short answer questions and multiple-choice questions. All questions are
compulsory in both papers.

English as a Second Language progression tests cover three assessment strands: Reading, Use of English and Listening. The Use of English
assessment strand is divided into sub-strands. The assessment strands and sub-strands are described in the table below:

Assessment strand Assessment  
sub-strand

Description

Reading No sub-strands being able to process and comprehend a range of different text types, topics and
genres; reading texts of different lengths and showing understanding of gist,
detail, attitude and opinion, showing awareness of coherence and cohesion

Use of English Understanding and applying knowledge of the English language system

Grammar understanding and using different forms of words and combining them
effectively into phrases and sentences; understanding the structure of the
language and exhibiting knowledge through usage

Vocabulary understanding and using a range of words, phrases and collocations; showing
lexical awareness at both phrase and sentence level

Functions understanding and using particular words and phrases in order to convey
messages and achieve specific linguistic aims

Listening No sub-strands listening for detail

 

Mathematics

Mathematics progression tests are available at Stages 3, 4, 5 and 6. The tests cover the learning objectives from across the relevant stage.

There are three question papers at each stage:

Stages 3 and 4 Duration Marks

Paper 1: Written test 35 minutes 25 marks

Paper 2: Written Test 35 minutes 25 marks

Paper 3: Mental strategies test 15 minutes (approximately) 10 marks**

 Total: 60 marks

Stages 5 and 6 Duration Marks

Paper 1: Written test 45 minutes 40 marks

Paper 2: Written Test* 45 minutes 40 marks

Paper 3: Mental strategies test 15 minutes (approximately) 10 marks**

 Total: 90 marks



*Use of a calculator is permitted only at Stages 5 and 6 and only in paper 2.

**Paper 3 is marked out of 20 but is weighted to 10 marks in order to maintain its weighting in the overall assessment.

Mathematics progression test papers 1 and 2 include structured questions requiring numeric, one-word or short answers as well as questions
that require graphical answers and matching, and multiple-choice questions. Paper 3 assesses the learner’s ability to perform mathematical
operations in their head. All questions are compulsory in all three papers.

Mathematics progression tests cover four assessment strands: Number, Geometry, Measure and Handling data. Each assessment strand is
divided into sub- strands. The assessment strands and sub-strands are described in the table below:

Assessment strand Assessment  
sub-strand

Description

Number Numbers and the
number system

counting on and back in stated multiples; estimating; rounding; ordering and
comparing; using number lines; fractions and whole and mixed numbers;
understanding equality and equivalence; beginning to understand percentage

Calculation knowing and applying mental strategies (principles, patterns, systems and
functions) in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division

Geometry Shapes and geometric
reasoning

identifying and classifying 2D and 3D shapes; understanding different types of
symmetry; calculating angles

Position and movement developing a language of direction and distance; coordinates; translation and
reflection

Measure Money coins, notes and notation; adding up and understanding change

Length, mass and
capacity

estimating and comparing; understanding and using different units of
measurement including decimal notation; solving word problems including
measures

Time understanding and using units of time; different types of clock; calculating time
intervals; understanding timetables and calendars

Area and perimeter calculating areas and perimeters in square units

Handling data Organising, categorising
and representing data

understanding, selecting and using different types of charts, graphs and
diagrams to answer real-life questions, understanding and interpreting data;
beginning to use the mean and the median, and basic statistical information

Probability beginning to use the language of probability to describe likelihood and risk

Problem solving is not assessed separately for Mathematics. The application of problem solving techniques and skills is an integral part of all
four assessment strands.

Science

Science progression tests are available at Stages 3, 4, 5 and 6. The tests cover the learning objectives from across the relevant stage.

There are two question papers at each stage:

Stages 3 and 4 Duration Marks

Paper 1: Written test 35 minutes 40 marks

Paper 2: Written test 35 minutes 40 marks

 Total: 80 marks

Stages 5 and 6 Duration Marks

Paper 1: Written test 45 minutes 50 marks

Paper 2: Written test 45 minutes 50 marks

 Total: 100 marks

 
Science progression test papers include structured questions requiring numeric, one-word or short answers as well as questions that require
graphical answers, matching, and multiple-choice questions. All questions are compulsory in both papers.

Science progression tests cover four assessment strands: Scientific enquiry, Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Each assessment strand is
divided into sub-strands. The assessment of Scientific enquiry is contextualised using Biology, Chemistry and Physics content. The
assessment strands and sub-strands are described in the table below:

Assessment strand Assessment  
sub-strand

Description

Scientific enquiry Planning from ideas and
evidence

answering questions; making predictions using a variety of evidence; testing
ideas; fair testing



Obtaining and
presenting evidence

making and recording measurements and observations; selecting and using
apparatus and equipment; modelling, communicating and reviewing results;
linking evidence to scientific knowledge

Biology Plants understanding parts of a plant and how plants grow

Living things in their
environment

exploring differences and similarities between different environments; caring for
the environment; the weather; identification keys; food chains

Humans and animals recognising and understanding the functions of parts of the body; the senses;
importance of a healthy diet; life processes; drugs as medicine

Chemistry Material properties naming and sorting materials according to properties and characteristics; types
of rock

Material changes heating and cooling; reversible and irreversible changes; mixing solids; dissolving
in water; forming solutions; describing and recording change

States of matter knowing matter can be solid, liquid or gas; heating and cooling; evaporation;
condensation

Physics Forces and motion understanding and measuring different kinds of forces; effects of forces; units of
force, mass and weight

Sound hearing; how sound travels

Light and dark identifying different light sources and shadows; measuring light intensity

Electricity and
magnetism

understanding components of circuits; predicting and understanding the effects
of changes to circuits; representing series circuits using conventional symbols

The Earth and beyond exploring how the Earth moves; day and night


